Exercise: Definitive Statements

Replace the **indefinite construction/s or term/s** below with a definitive equivalent.

1. **It is possible, according to some scholars**, that the use of barbarian troops in the late Roman army led to the collapse of central government in the West.

   *Use the right (or down) arrow key to see the answer/s*

   **Scholars suggest that** the use of barbarian troops in the late Roman army led to the collapse of central government in the West.
Exercise: Definitive Statements

Replace the indefinite construction/s or term/s below with a definitive equivalent.

2. **It could be** that Augustus **thought he might** **possibly** improve his contemporaries’ sexual habits by legislating against immorality.

Use the right (or down) arrow key to see the answer/s

**Evidence suggests** that Augustus **intended to** improve his contemporaries’ sexual habits by legislating against immorality.